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Intelligent Algorithms to Enhance Teaching 
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Abstract: This paper presents a set of methods to support/enhance the typical schoolwork of a high school 

student, especially when undergoing remote learning due to Covid-19 restrictions. We have created algorithms in 

various languages (typically C++ and PHP) and we have presented them in forms of web-applications to the students 

in Music School of Alimos during two academic years, 2019–2020 and 2020–2021. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, the day of a high school student and/or their teachers is not only restricted to typical old-fashioned 

learning/teaching, but also requires substantial office support, paperwork, and e-applications to aid the whole 

process. 

In our school, we have faced a list of problems, both simple and advanced, to deal with. Here we will discuss 

five of them: 

 Managing the evaluation of the students, 

 Limiting the possibilities that the students do not cheat while participating in a remote-learning class, 

 Ensuring that the distribution of the assignments to the student is fair and effective, 

 Aiding advanced ear training lessons and 

 Creating advanced video editing lessons. 

In the following chapters we will elaborate on each of the algorithms and the statistical results we have achieved 

by applying them.  

2. Algorithms 

2.1 Student Evaluation 

According to current rules (Law of Greek Schools Operation and Law of Greek Music Schools Operation), a 

student must be evaluated in writing at most once per day and at most three times per week. Before our algorithm 

was applied, teachers in our school ought to personally ask each other to detect empty spaces within the weekly 

school timetable, to schedule their evaluation. This process was error-prone (overlapping tests, more than three tests 

per week, etc.), the table below showing the errors measured when the schedule was probed: 
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Table 1  Stats Before Algorithm Applied 

Teachers Classes Tests per period Error rate 

72 18 216 

51.8% (112 errors) 

45 more than 1 test per day 

56 more than 3 tests per week 

11 no test taken 
 

More than half of the tests were wrongly scheduled. They had to be rescheduled at the school director’s notice. 

Our algorithm, designed in C++ and presented to our staff in a form of a web application, is described in the 

following steps: 
 

Table 2  Algorithm Description 

Step # Description 

1 Determine which classes need to be evaluated by writing 

2 

Prioritize class scheduling, considering: 

• Teacher presence in school (not all teachers are present each day in the school) 

• Class importance (higher grade classes take a coefficient of 1.2; Middle grade classes take a coefficient 

of 1.1 and lower grade classes take a coefficient of 1.0) (Williams & Ajinaja, 2019) 

• Add a coefficient factor depending on previous teacher response of examination scheduling (if any) 

(Kuldeep Singh, 2003) 

3 Examine the teacher timetable to detect empty spaces for scheduling (Bagul et al., 2015) 

4 Span probing threads that build an examination schedule according to the above rules (Bagul et al., 2015) 

 

The thread that has the best sparse ratio (i.e., the student has the most available time to prepare for their next 

exam) is selected and the examination schedule is automatically created. 
 

Table 3  Stats After Algorithm Applied 

Teachers Classes Tests per period Error rate Manual intervention needed 

72 18 216 0% 
3/216 

3 of the 216 tests were too close to others. 
 

The errors were minimal and manageable through manual rescheduling at a much lower complexity. 

2.2 Student Anti-cheating Mechanisms 

According to current rules, a method to authenticate students in their online presence was not provided by the 

Ministry of Education. Instead, students clicked on a statically generated link, choose a nickname (which could be 

anything and could change at any moment) and log in to the e-class. This means that it is practically infeasible to 

prove a student’s verified presence to the courses. Research on our school during the e-courses due to Covid-19 

restrictions in 2020 demonstrated the results at the following table: 
 

Table 4  Stats Before Algorithm Applied 

Students Fake nicks Fake presence/bot detected 

398 55 31 

 

Our algorithm is designed in PHP and presented via a web application to teachers. It’s described as follows: 
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Table 5  Algorithm Description 

Step # Description 

1 Login students with the GSN (Greek School Network) credentials to avoid fake identification 

2 

Interoperation with Webex Cisco API for developers to query IP address, Cookies, and Browser footprints: 

• Compare IP from GSN to IP from WCAPI, 

• Compare session cookie from GSN/WCAPI/ our referrer network 

• Compare browser footprints (Jana & Shmatikov, 2012) 

3 Implementation of undisclosed action-related methods (Karmand, 2016) to detect abnormal keyboard and mouse activity. 

4 Implementation of disclosed action-related methods (Kahtan H. & Kashmar D., 2020) to detect network inactivity. 
 

The results are presented in the following table: 
 

Table 6  Stats After Algorithm Applied 

Students Fake nicks Fake presence/bot detected 

398 12 4 
 

This is an improvement of 10.79% for fake nicks and 6.77% for fake presence.  

2.3 Automatic Assignment Distribution 

Student evaluation involves not only written exams, but also offline assignments and collaboration exercises. 

Typically, a teacher assigns approximately the same number of assignments to all students, which leads to an 

incomplete evaluation of them because of the following: 

 Students of a lower knowledge level than the class average would find it too difficult to accomplish many 

of the assignments and eventually quit their efforts. 

 Students of a higher knowledge level than the class average would find many assignments too easy for 

them and eventually get bored. 

In an example class with 22 students, the average is 14 (out of 20), where 5 students belong to the 17–20 area 

and 4 students belong to the 5–10 area. Initially, all students were assigned the same assignments without 

considering their knowledge level. 

The following table shows the pre-algorithm results: 
 

Table 7  Stats Before Algorithm Applied 

Students Above average Below average Bored Quit 

22 5 4 3 3 
 

This means that in at least 6 students the course failed to exploit all their capabilities. 
 

Table 8  Algorithm Description 

Step # Description 

1 Evaluation of all student grades within 6 years to determine a more widen average  

2 Evaluation of all student exams within 6 years to determine differences between oral and written examination  

3 Evaluation of the teacher’s grades within 6 years to estimate the grading style of the teacher  

4 The teacher selects a difficulty level to the assignments (1–5) 

5 
Recommendation to the teacher, from the specified assignments, how many and which assignments should be given to 

each student 
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The statistical methods used are common to any sort of data (Ali & Bhaskar, 2013), including the mean (�̅� =

1

𝑛
 ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 ), the standard deviation (𝑠𝑛 = √

1

𝑛
  ∑  (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2𝑛

𝑖=1 ), the linear regression (𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏), the T – Testing 

and a determination of the sample size equal to 6 years. 
 

Table 9  Stats After Algorithm #3 Applied 

Students Above average Below average Bored Quit 

22 7 2 0 1 
 

Not only the above average of the class raised, but also only one student with a lower-than-average knowledge 

level quit their assignments.  

2.4 Advanced Ear Training 

With current laws of education, basic ear training is taught in every music school in the country. This includes 

tone detection, interval comparison, chord detection, chord progressions, mode detection and rhythmic exercises.  

In our school however, we occasionally encounter advanced-level students who are already quite familiar with 

the above basic training. Therefore, a higher level of ear acoustics is required, designed for sound editors and 

engineers. This includes theory and practice on difficult courses like equalizer patterns, compression ratio and 

threshold levels, 2D and 3D pan detection, song pitch shifting, delay and distortion detection and reverb probing.  

Current implementations of e-class and online teaching (Webex, Zoom, Teams, Skype etc.) are not designed 

for such requirements. They assume that the main audio stream passed is speech and optimize accordingly, applying 

heavy equalization, filtering, and compression methods to provide optimal experience even with a low bandwidth, 

or to preserve bandwidth for higher demand like webcam video. Therefore, those applications cannot help us in 

advanced ear training courses. In known exercises, our students performed badly when tested: 
 

Table 10  Stats Before Algorithm Applied 

Students Successful pan detection Successful equalizer test 
Successful compression 

test 

Successful distortion 

test 

22 70% 20% 18% 85% 

 

Our solution implements the following algorithm: 
 

Table 11  Algorithm Description 

Step # Description 

1 
Usage the OPUS open-source algorithm in full frequency mode (no speech) to deliver the full frequency range online 

(Carôt, 2010) 

2 Caches sound to induce a small delay in exchange for better quality 

3 Presents in a web form the answers so the test can be automated 

4 Performs pitch detection (Chourdakis, 2007) to enhance signal equalization exercises based on the pitch 
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Figure 1  Equalization Test via Virtual Class 

 

Table 12  Stats After Algorithm Applied 

Students Successful pan detection Successful equalizer test Successful compression test Successful distortion test 

22 70% 80% 78% 85% 
 

As we see, in the equalizer and compression tests there was a much higher success rate.  

2.5 Project: Video Editing 

From 2012 and until 2020, a course named “Project” used to exist in the higher classes of Greek high schools. 

The idea was to train students into high levels of academic research based on a free pick of whatever research subject 

they would wish to work on, supported by their teacher. This course was eventually abandoned in 2020 in favor of 

another similar education scheme targeted to lower-level education. 

In our school the average level or the students is high enough to support advanced courses. Since 2013 we have 

been teaching advanced topics to our most capable students, including acoustics, image editing, audio sequencing 

and C++ programming. 

In 2019 we attempted to teach video editing and the issues in the screen sharing in typical e-learning 

applications, were similar to the ear training issues: 

 Resolution lowering had been applied to the video so the color quality was reduced, this would prevent 

efficient color grading, work on high FPS (Frames per second), HLSL debugging of GPU code is 

impossible, 

 Differential compression had been applied to the video and this did not allow our students to detect 

glitches in the sequencing (Microsoft, 2013), 

 Simultaneous editing of video and audio together was difficult. 
 

Table 13  Stats Before Algorithm Applied 

Students Color grading Sound editing Effect authoring Quality result 

15 15% 20% 18% 20% 
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Our final algorithm in Virtual Class uses the following: 
 

Table 14  Algorithm Description 

Step # Description 

1 

HTTP Live Streaming (at the time most used, now to be replaced by MPEG-DASH) to ensure optimal performance for 

the delivery of high-quality video stream depending on the bandwidth capacity of each student individually (Bentaleb et 

al., 2018). 

2 H.265 compression to minimize network bandwidth (Nguyen et al., 2013). 

3 
Interactive desktop sharing (not only view, but interact at vector level) so the users can access the software presented from 

their own system 

4 Vector-based differential compression that minimizes bandwidth on small screen changes (Microsoft, 2013). 
 

The tradeoff is increased latency which would prevent real time audio transmission and, all this technology is 

only supported in Windows. 
 

Table 15  Stats After Algorithm Applied 

Students Color grading Sound editing Effect authoring Quality result 

15 35% 15% 38% 42% 
 

This final table demonstrates what we have achieved in terms of color grading, effect authoring and overall 

image quality result at the expense of simultaneous sound. 
 

 
Figure 2  Virtual Class Interface With Desktop Sharing Mirrored 

3. Summary 

In this paper we presented our algorithms to enhance the teaching process and resolve many common issues 

of various teaching facts. Advanced technology and increased computing power in the last years combined with the 

higher level of knowledge of many of our students make our algorithms plausible and efficient.  
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